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Man arrested after series of attacks on churches in Rome 

Shocking video of a Ghanean furiously destroying religious statues in a church 
in Rome http://bit.ly/2evhToo 

Intolerance against Christians (01.10.2017) - http://bit.ly/2evga2t - Police arrested a 39-

year-old Ghanaian man (1) suspected of attacking several churches in Rome over the 

previous two days. He is suspected of heavily damaging devotional statues, crucifixes, 

and candlesticks at the Basilica of Santa Prassede, the Church of San Martino ai Monti, 

and the Basilicas of San Giovanni de' Fiorentini and San Vitale.  

 

According to reports, on the evening of September 30th, a man damaged a statue in the 

church of San Martino ai Monti and fled. Shortly afterwards, the same person entered the 

Basilica of Santa Prassede and "smash[ed] everything he found, especially statues and 

candlesticks, right before a group of parishioners who were quite scared. The two 

devotional statues of Saint Anthony of Padua and Saint Prassede were heavily 

damaged."   

 

The rector of the church said that there were about 15 worshippers present and, after a 

moment of shock, they chased after the perpetrator before he could enter the sanctuary 

to destroy the crucifix.   

 

Later, he is alleged to have entered the Church of San Martino ai Monti, where he 

smashed a devotional statue of the Madonna and Child.  

 

On the morning of October 1st, two further attacks occurred in the Basilicas of San 

Giovanni de' Fiorentini and San Vitale. Statues, candlesticks, crucifixes were smashed. 

According to a witness, "the perpetrator at this time had time to admit that it was not 

right that we worshipped in this way."   

 

After receiving descriptions of the perpetrator from priests and witnesses, police arrested 

a 39-year-old Ghanaian. His motives are under investigation. (2) 

 

Sources: KathPress and The Roman Anglican (See pictures at http://bit.ly/2eTFnXc)  

HRWF Footnotes 

(1) The total population of Ghana is about 26-27 million. Approximately 71 percent is 

Christian, 18 percent is Muslim, 5 percent adheres to indigenous religious beliefs, and 6 

percent identifies as belonging to other religious groups or having no religious beliefs. 

Other religious groups include the Bahai Faith, Buddhism, Judaism, Hinduism, Shintoism, 

Eckankar, and Rastafarianism. 

Christian denominations include Roman Catholic, Methodist, Anglican, Mennonite, 

Evangelical Presbyterian, African Methodist Episcopal Zionist, Christian Methodist, 

Evangelical Lutheran, Eden Revival Church International, The Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints (Mormon), Seventh-day Adventist, Pentecostal, Baptist, African 

http://bit.ly/2evhToo
http://bit.ly/2evga2t
http://www.kathpress.at/goto/meldung/1424938/vandalismus-serie-in-roemischen-kirchen-verdaechtiger-festgenommen
http://romananglican.blogspot.co.at/2016/10/the-eternal-city-is-under-attack-our.html
http://bit.ly/2eTFnXc


independent churches, the Society of Friends (Quaker), and numerous charismatic 

religious groups. 

Islamic traditions include Sunni, Ahmadiyya, the Tijaniyah and Qadiriyya orders of 
Sufism, and a small number of Shia. 

(2) This incident was largely covered in Spanish-speaking countries but not in the 

French-speaking press. The name and the motivation of the suspect were not revealed in 

the media. The case has apparently not been further investigated by journalists and has 

remained out of the radar of NGOs monitoring religiously motivated hate crimes. 

 

About the anti-sect squad, the anti-mosque law in 
Lombardy and state funding of anti-sect organizations 

Statement of the European Federation for Freedom of Belief (FOB) at the 

OSCE/ODIHR Human Dimension Implementation Meeting 

FOB (27.09.2016) - https://freedomofbelief.net/activities/osce-2016-statement-

european-federation-freedom-belief - I am Alessandro Amicarelli a London based lawyer 

specializing in human rights and freedom of belief and I am the present spokesman of 

the European Federation for Freedom of Belief (FOB) that I represent today as I did last 

year. 

 

FOB is a secular and independent-by-any-faith association incorporated in Italy and 

registered as a lobbying group in Bruxelles and Strasbourg since December 2014. 

 

We advocate for the human rights and specifically for the freedom of belief of all people 

in the European continent, whether they belong to traditional or new religious groups, 

philosophical or spiritual schools of thought and even non-believers, atheists and 

unconcerned in line with the European legislations. 

 

Today I will briefly address three main points: 

 

 SAS Squadra Anti Sette or Anti Cult Squad; 

 So called Anti Mosque or Anti Minority Religions Law in Lombardy and other 

regions; 

 State funded and subsided NGOs; 

 

Brief Analysis of the three topics: 

 

1.  SAS Squadra Anti Sette or Anti Cult Squad 

Last year we asked the Italian Government to provide clear facts and figures about this 

unit of the Italian Police. 

 

The Government replied straightaway that SAS does exist to protect people from Satanic 

cults. 

 

Few days later all information about SAS has been removed from the Ministry of Interiors 

website, then we now think SAS is working in an even more informal and less official 

way. 

 

Many times the SAS has only acted against some minority groups and no report is 

available at all. 

 

https://freedomofbelief.net/activities/osce-2016-statement-european-federation-freedom-belief
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We renew our request to the Government to provide clear information about the 

activities carried out by SAS and about the cost-benefit ratio. 

 

2. So called Anti Mosque or Anti Minority Religions Law in Lombardy and other 

regions 

 

Last year we reported about the anti-mosque bill passed in Lombardy and adopted in 

other regions at a later time. 

 

Such legislation is aimed at preventing the Muslim communities to have any worship 

places or to build new ones. The legislation does affect in fact all minority groups not only 

the Muslim community. 

 

FOB has launched an online petition that has been very successful and it has been 

brought to the Parliament. Few days later the Government has challenged such 

legislation filing an appeal with the Constitutional Court and we are waiting to know the 

outcomes. 

 

In the meantime the same legislation has either been proposed or adopted by other 

regional authorities. 

 

FOB will keep advocating for the deletion of all of these anti-minority legislations. 

 

3. State funded and subsided anti-cult NGOs 

 

There are a number of so called anti-cult NGOs that receive funds and subsides by 

governments. The most notorious one is the French FECRIS which, as far as we know, 

receives 90% of its annual funds by the French government that is particularly known for 

the anti-religious legislations adopted over the last decades. 

 

Such groups are de facto government bodies, not NGOs at all, and for this should be 

revoked such status at level of International organizations where they present 

themselves as NGOs and advocate and act against minority groups and against proper 

NGOs. 

 

In the months to come FOB will make the voice of minority groups louder also in this 

regard. 

 

FOB in fact does exist to make the content of the FORB (Freedom of Religion and Belief) 

Guidelines adopted by the EU Council alive and implemented and enforced across 

Europe. 

 

Following the FORB Guidelines is the only route to positively achieve peace among the 

European populations. 

 

Three of the main goals and working strategies set out in the FORB Guidelines are: 

 

Firstly to eradicate the harsh violence with which groups that self-identify themselves as 

religious as well as States and State bodies and NGOs, carry out activities against 

religious or spiritual groups whether they are minority groups or not and individuals 

belonging to such groups. 

 

Secondly Freedom of Religion and Belief has to be guaranteed to all people whether 

religious or non-religious, even atheists and unconcerned. Also the European Court of 

Human Rights has emphasized this point repeatedly. 

 

FOB’s action is in this direction. 



 

Third principle is that the governments, state the FORB Guidelines, do cooperate with the 

civil society. 

 

As a lobbying group FOB is here for this reason. 

 

We cooperate with State bodies and MPs at national and European level in order for these 

FORB Guidelines be fully implemented all over Europe guaranteeing equal rights to all 

people. 

 

Today once again we invite the Italian and all other governments to respect the human 

rights of all minority groups, whether religious or not, and the individuals belonging to 

such groups in compliance with their International obligations as member of International 

Organizations. 

 

Thank you! 

 

Alessandro Amicarelli, spokesman on behalf of FOB,  

European Federation for Freedom of Belief  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


